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BASA-A

Security The new Balloon
Artists and Suppliers Association
of Australasia Ltd (BASA-A) logo
(below) design was commissioned
and adopted by the National
Committee of BASA-A in August
2016 with a revision in December
2016. Its purpose was to reflect
the three member states who
maintain their loyal membership
of BASA-A as well as a positive
move to modernize our image.
As originators of that logo
including documents and reports
that contain it; they are regarded
as our Intellectual Property (IP).
We therefore strongly prohibit
any unauthorized use of it or
transmission of documents
containing it to any unauthorized
third party unless permission has
been granted by the National
Committee of BASA-A in a
General Meeting.

TO EDUCATE

BASA-A
Australasian Balloon Convention

BALLOONEWS
The following Balloonews
contains information for nonmembers on The Australasian
Balloon Convention (ABC 2017).
Balloonews is normally a
seasonal publication containing a
wide range of articles but in this
edition it focuses totally on the
Convention

TO INFORM

.

Mantra on View Hotel
22 View St Surfers Paradise
May 22 to 25 2017
Outstanding line up of International and key Australian
Presenters
You choose your classes
Competitions, Prize money,
Designer of the Year award
Networking
Unparalleled Trade Show and much, much more
It is with great expectations that the Balloon Artists and Suppliers
Association of Australasia Ltd will be providing the great line up of
International and Australian Presenters to teach on the 22nd - 25th May
2017, at the Australasian Balloon Convention called
“Three Days in Hollywood ”.
There will also be a special accreditation class for the Australian
Balloon Artists (ABA) module will be held on Monday 22nd May.
This will provide our members with a certificate of accreditation for
their industry skill. So when you see (ABA) after their name you
know you can trust their quality of work.
Our Presenters have confirmed that they will be providing fresh and
novel concepts for construction of small medium and large creations.
Our loyal Supplier Members will be there with table top displays and
staff to assist you. This trade area is immediately in the area outside
the presentation rooms and is the meeting area for the morning and
afternoon tea as well as general gathering.
Prize money will be used as an incentive for ALL delegates to
participate in the competition areas. An Entry Form is on page 5 here.
“The only limit to your impact is your imagination and
commitment”
“If you do what you have always done you’ll get what you have
always gotten”…………Tony Robbins
BASA-A’s Australian Balloon Conventions are scheduled every
two years, so, you cannot afford to miss out on ABC 20171
It is a great opportunity for you and your business to excel.
We welcome you joining us.
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ABC 2017 Competition Entry Form
Name:___________________________________________________
Company:_______________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________
City:______________________________State:_________________
Country:_________________________________________________
Email:___________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________
Competition:_____________________________________________
Title of piece:_____________________________________________
Description:______________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
A sketch, drawing or photo of your design must be sent to
abc@balloonartists.com.au
Please forward entry forms to info@bbspartysupplies.com and
abc@balloonartists.com.au so an invoice can be returned to make
payment for competitions that have been entered.
Please refer to competition booklet for full details or contact Matt
Russell 0410177504 or info@twistedmr.com
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PREVIOUS BASA-A CONVENTIONS

Melbourne 1993

Adelaide 1995

Brisbane 1999

Bendigo 2001

Manly 2005

Gold Coast 2007

Adelaide 2011

Adelaide 2012

Bondi 1997

Hobart 2003

Melbourne 2009

Gold Coast 2013
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BASA-A’s 2015 CONVENTION
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STOP PRESS REPEATED
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT TO ALL BASA-A MEMBERS
regarding increased benefits of BASA-A Membership
BUSINESS INSURANCE FOR ALL BASA-A MEMBERS
I am happy to repeat the report that I have been able to secure a
discount on full business insurance policies through the BASA-A Broker
that organized our Public Liability Insurance last year. The insurance is
with CGU and the recent examples of two BASA A members are as
follows;
The first member was already with CGU through her broker and saved a
massive $800 which her broker could not match on their renewal.
The second member only last week saved well over $1000. If you are
interested in getting a quote, head onto the BASA website and follow
the link. You will need your BASA membership number to get a quote.
If you have any questions please feel free to call me.
Maureen Egan
Maureen Egan Accredited Balloon Artist
Balloon Elegance
President BASA-NSW
President BASA-Australasia
Ph: 0415 977 650
Fax: 9943 0993
website: www.balloonelegance.com.au
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SMART BALLOON PRACTICES
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE REPEATED
September 2016

Contact: BASA-A
0408 000872

LEARN MORE ABOUT SMART BALLOON PRACTICES
Smart Balloon Practices is a campaign sponsored by The Balloon Council (TBC), an
organization made up of responsible retailers, distributors, and manufactures that are
dedicated to educating others about the wonders of balloons and the proper handling of
them. The Balloon Artists and Suppliers Association of Australasia Ltd has been
granted the right to use this campaign in Australia. BASA-A is a supporter of TBC, and
understands what an integral component balloons are for festivities of all kinds. This is
why TBC and BASA-A want to make sure we can all safely enjoy balloons at our
parties; therefore, they promote Smart Balloon guidelines which include:
•
Keeping your balloons secured to a weight. A helium filled balloon should
be tied securely to a weight that will keep it from releasing into the air.
•

Never releasing foil balloons into the air. After the party is over, many
people will want to take the balloons home, but when you’re finished with
them, pop the balloons and dispose of them properly. Do not release them
into the air, although it is very rare, they can cause problems if they are
tangled in power lines and can turn into roadside litter if not disposed of
properly.

•

Keeping deflated or popped latex balloons away from small children to
avoid risks of choking. Children can choke or suffocate on uninflated or
broken balloons; adults should always supervise young children—especially
those under 8 years-old—with balloons.

BASA-A believes that by educating our members and then their customers about
these guidelines and how they can help, it will prevent misuse and continue making people
happy with balloons. We encourage the use of BASA-A’s “When finished…Pin It & Bin It”
campaign.

WHEN FINISHED
PIN IT & BIN IT
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So to all BASA-A members thank you for your continued support with your membership of
BASA-A through the BASA affiliated states of ( NSW, Qld, & WA) which allows us to
continue the work for your livelihood.
BE PROUD AS A BASA-A MEMBER you support the industry which includes other
members and even non members through your membership. Thank you.
“See you at ABC 2017 ” ...Bring Balloons
Bill Gray aba
Operations Manager
Balloon Artists and Suppliers Association of Australasia Ltd
0408 000 872

WHEN FINISHED
PIN IT & BIN IT
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